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ABSTRACT
Real-time object detection (OD) is a key enabling technology for
a wide range of emerging mobile system applications. However,
deploying an OD model pre-trained on a public dataset (source do-
main) in a specific local environment (target domain) is known to
lead to significant performance degradation because of the so-called
domain gap between the dataset and the environment. Collecting
local data and fine-tuning the OD model on this data is a commonly
used approach for improving the robustness of OD models in real-
world deployments. Yet, the question of how to collect this data is
currently largely overlooked; unsupported data collection is likely
to produce datasets that contain significant proportion of redun-
dant or uninformative data for model training. In this demo, we
present BiGuide, a bi-level image data acquisition guidance for OD
tasks, to guide users to change their camera locations or angles to
different extents (significantly or slightly) to obtain the data which
benefits model training via image-level and object instance-level
guidance. We showcase an interactive demonstration of collecting
data for a lemur species detection application we are developing
and deploying at the Duke Lemur Center. Demo participants will
take pictures of lemur toys with the mobile phone under the real-
time guidance and will observe the real-time display of the metrics
that assess the importance of the captured data. They will develop
an intuition for how real-time image importance assessment and
bi-level guidance improve the quality of collected data.
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Figure 1: BiGuide system overview. The mobile device
streams images to the edge. The edge conducts importance
assessment, and generates and sends back the guidance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Object detection (OD) plays a crucial role in a wide spectrum of
applications, including augmented reality and autonomous driving.
However, when applying a well-trained OD model to local environ-
ments in the wild, the domain gap between training samples (source
domain) and the local environments (target domain) degrades the
detection accuracy. Collecting local image data to fine-tune the
model is crucial for adapting the OD model to the local environ-
ment. While researchers usually presume the availability of the
local labeled data for model training [4], how such data is obtained
is currently largely overlooked. Data acquisition without user guid-
ance lacks a measure of data quality and tends to include redundant
and uninformative data that degrades the model performance.

Current data collection methods to improve the performance of
different applications mainly focus on maximizing the coverage of
the viewpoints. For the spatial mapping and environment monitor-
ing tasks, some works [3] optimally place and steer robots’ cameras
to collect useful data. Yet, these works require an exhaustive search
for optimal locations and angles from known alternatives. For OD
tasks, LabelAR [2] guides users to move the camera to cover a wide
variety of viewpoints for the object of interest. But this method can-
not guide the data acquisition process without pre-set viewpoints.
Furthermore, not all the data that covers a wide range of viewpoints
contributes to model training. Therefore, effective real-time data
acquisition guidance is needed to effectively guide users to collect
data that are useful for model training.

In this demo, we present BiGuide, an edge computing-based
bi-level data acquisition guidance with the context-awareness capa-
bility that evaluates the importance of the image data in the local
environment for ODmodel training. As informative and diverse data
contributes significantly to model training [1], BiGuide instructs
users to collect informative and diverse data via image-level and
object instance-level guidance in real time. We define uncertainty
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to quantify the informativeness of the current data; we assess how
much the current image contributes to the diversity of the Source
domain and Previously collected images (SP images) at both image
and object instance levels by analyzing the dissimilarities between
the current image and SP images. Based on that, BiGuide generates
bi-level guidance shown on mobile devices for users. BiGuide is the
first tool that instructs users to collect diverse and informative data for
training OD models.We showcase that BiGuide can guide users to
collect high-quality data for the lemur species detection application
we are developing to help study and manage the lemurs (e.g., in
cages) at the Duke Lemur Center, which has a large domain gap
with the source domain (e.g., with unobstructed environments).

2 SYSTEM DESIGN
The system overview of BiGuide is shown in Figure 1. We imple-
ment an edge computing-based architecture to generate the data
acquisition guidance. The mobile app running on the mobile device
streams images to the edge in real time. The edge generates the data
acquisition guidance and sends it wirelessly to the mobile device.
Importance assessment: As the server receives the image, BiGu-
ide evaluates the importance of the image through informativeness
and diversity contributionmeasurements. We adopt the well-known
uncertainty evaluation approach [1] to measure the informative-
ness of the current image. The uncertainty is determined by the
prediction probability of the OD model. Data with high uncertainty
means the OD model is uncertain about the prediction results of
the data, which indicates that the data is informative for the model
training. To complement the importance assessment, inspired by [1]
that uses the diversity to measure the importance of the data, we
propose the image-level and object instance-level diversity scores
of the new image data to quantify how much the current image
contributes to the diversity of the SP images at both image and
instance levels. The diversity score is calculated by measuring the
feature distance (calculated by the OD model) between the current
image and the cluster centers of SP images. A high diversity score
indicates that the captured image differs from SP images and tends
to extend the knowledge of images learned by the OD model.
Guidance generation: BiGuide generates image-level and object
instance-level guidance to help users collect informative and di-
verse data. When the image-level diversity score is low, image-
level guidance instructs users to slightly move their camera loca-
tions to get different image backgrounds. When the instance-level
diversity score is low, instance-level guidance instructs users to
slightly change their camera orientations or wait for the object’s
pose change to get more diverse instances. In addition, when the un-
certainty is low, the guidance instructs users to move their camera
locations to a significantly different viewpoint. Otherwise, feedback
is sent to users to acknowledge the image’s high quality.

3 INTERACTIVE DEMONSTRATION
We showcase an application of BiGuide for lemur species detec-
tion we are developing and deploying at the Duke Lemur Center.
The demonstration follows the workflow as in Figure 1. Demo par-
ticipants can gain an understanding of the advantages of using
BiGuide to collect important data for model training, and have the
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Figure 2: BiGuide in action: (a) The user points the camera
towards the lemurs and observes real-time guidance. (b) Real-
time visualization of informativeness and diversity scores.
opportunity to directly observe the informative and diverse nature
of the data they collect. A video of the demo is available online.1

The demo is performed using a Google Pixel 3 XL mobile phone
running Android 11. A Lenovo laptop with an AMD Ryzen 4700H
CPU and an NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti GPU serves as the edge server.
The mobile app is built with Unity 2020.3.14f and ARCore 4.1.7.

Our portable demo setup consists of several lemur toys of differ-
ent species and cage doors. To mimic the caged lemurs at the Duke
Lemur Center, which has a domain gap with the source domain
(e.g., with unobstructed environments), we place lemur toys on the
table behind the cage doors, similar to the illustration in Figure 2.
Participants play the role of the wildlife center’s curators and help
collect data to train a robust OD model for studying and managing
the lemurs. They interact with the demo by holding the mobile
phone and pointing the camera toward the lemurs. The participants
see the real-time data acquisition guidance sent by the server and
displayed on the mobile phone. According to the guidance, they
can either take the image as is, or significantly or slightly adjust
their locations, camera angles, or lemur toys’ poses. At the same
time, they can observe how informative and diverse the image they
collect is directly from the real-time visualization on the screen
of the laptop (i.e., the server). Demo participants can understand
how real-time image importance assessment and bi-level guidance
improve the quality of collected data and aid in model training.
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1Link to the demo video: https://sites.duke.edu/linduan/
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